Communicants for Byzantine Rite Mass tomorrow sign up immediately on list outside any hall chapel!!
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Fr. Norton, 8,10:10 and 11:10.

Catholic Fifth Columnists

WILLIE THE WOLF: The Wizard of Woo. He's the local Lothario who's majoring in women and wolfling. He gets a letter a day from his wife or one-and-only back home orchestrating him for his self-styled loyalty. But some Saturday night you find him sneaking along the alley headed for South Bend Sally's or Mishawaka Milly's for a "good" time. "What do you mean, I'm a two-timer, Doc? We are just good friends and understand and enjoy each other." So Willie continues to play around with the occasions of sin.

BLASPHEMOUS BEN: "Here's the latest right off the griddle, guys," says he, as he exgorgitates the latest dirty tale he picked up the night before at Toby's Tavern (Beer-On-Tap-Men Only). When he is not "entertaining" his victims with his raw refuse he is ogling the latest ESQUIRE or WINK or GAYETY—behind locked doors. "I kin read what I want, when I want, see!" says he.

DYSPEPTIC DAN: he was born with vinegar in his veins. He is majoring in Griping. He beefs about the food, the rector, the prefects, the professors, the laundry, the bus-service. "Brrrrrotherrrr, will I be glad when June comes around," he whines. "It's worse than Alcatraz around here." Come next September Danny will be on deck 48 hours ahead of everybody else!

SLEEPY SAN: he's been under the devil's anaesthesia since he hit the campus--suffers from entire or partial loss of spiritual activity or insensibility, usually due to disease (habitual mortal sin), hypnotism (intellectual pride) or hyperalgesia (morbid fear of penance and self-denial). "We have the Blessed Sacrament in every hall, and four or five Masses daily, Men, in our chapel," he writes home. But the only time he hit the inside of the chapel was the day some wiseacre told him they installed a coke machine in the sacristy.

Prayers: Wife of Edward Langefield ('32); grdmthr of Bill Hoening ('OC); HIL; Brother-in-law of Sister Patrunilla, CSC; Sup. of Infirmary; aunt of Luis Posado (F); mother of Dick Elkholt ('OC); Emergency Operation: Henry Fletcher ('OC); 3 special intentions; 1 thanksgiving.